


Art Beauty Creativity and Quality are
our anchor ! 

We are one of the world leading High 
 jewellery elite, PETCHPLOYZ™  The
Gems House producing top notch
quality jewels for valued customers all
in one place, for decades. We work
around the clock to find, craft, create,
design, manufacture and hand you the
best of the best and beyond. 

                 ”
Exceptional Gemstones 
Excellent Craftsmanship
Exquisite Designs
Inspired by the Richness of Life 
 
The sustainable business determines
to enrich the world, PETCHPLOYZ 
 The Gems House “Precious Jewels
For Precious you”. 

ABOUT

PETCHPLOYZ 

Petchployz The Gems House. Precious Jewels For Precious You 

THE GEMS HOUSE



H ISTORY
Petchployz, the  high-end jewelry brand that
values art, beauty, and creativity. Our pieces
are meticulously crafted to embody the
essence of luxury and sophistication, while
also pushing the boundaries of design. Each
piece is a work of art that tells a story and
captures the imagination. From the intricate
details to the stunning gemstones, every
element is carefully chosen to create a
timeless masterpiece. At Petchployz, we
believe that jewelry is more than just an
accessory, it's a statement of individuality and
a reflection of your unique style. Discover the
beauty of Petchployz today.

Petchployz is  originates from Chanthaburi,
Thailand, and is famous for its exquisite
sapphire pieces. 

The brand was founded by a group of skilled
artisans who shared a passion for creating
beautiful and unique jewelry that reflected
the rich cultural heritage of Thailand. They
were inspired by the natural beauty of the
region and the stunning gemstones that were
found there, particularly the sapphires that
were renowned for their deep blue hues and
exceptional clarity.

I N T R O D U C I N G

O V E R  T H E  Y E A R S ,

Petchployz has established itself as a leader in the high-end
jewelry industry, with a reputation for quality,
craftsmanship, and innovation. The brand's commitment to
excellence has earned it a loyal following of customers who
appreciate the beauty and artistry of its pieces.

Today, Petchployz continues to create stunning jewelry that
showcases the natural beauty of sapphires and other
precious gemstones. Its designs are inspired by the rich
history and culture of life, as well as the latest trends in
fashion and design. Whether you're looking for a timeless
piece that will last a lifetime or a statement piece that will
turn heads, Petchployz has something for customers.



One of the key components of sustainable gemstone mining
is responsible sourcing. This involves identifying and sourcing
gemstones from mines that meet certain ethical and
environmental standards. Responsible sourcing can help to
ensure that the mining operation is not causing harm to the
environment or local communities.

Another important component of sustainable gemstone
mining is environmental management. This involves
implementing measures to minimize the environmental
impact of mining, such as using energy-efficient equipment,
reducing waste, and using sustainable practices for land
reclamation.

Social responsibility is also a critical component of
sustainable gemstone mining. This involves working with
local communities to ensure that they are benefiting from
the mining operation. This can include providing jobs,
training, and other economic opportunities, as well as
supporting local education and healthcare programs.

In addition to the environmental and social benefits,
sustainable gemstone mining can also provide economic
benefits. By implementing sustainable practices, mining
companies can reduce their operating costs and increase
their profitability. Sustainable mining can also help to attract
investors and customers who are looking for socially
responsible and environmentally friendly products.

In conclusion, our sustainable gemstone mining  process  is
designed to minimize the environmental impact of mining
while also ensuring that the mining operation is socially
responsible and economically viable. By implementing
responsible sourcing, environmental management, and
social responsibility practices, the Petchployz can create a
sustainable and profitable business model that benefits both
the environment and society.

WE ARE A PROUD SUSTAINABLE

MINING

Business

P E T C H P L O Y Z ,  T H E  G E M S  H O U S E

P R E C I O U S  J E W E L S  F O R  P R E C I O U S  Y O U



Step 2: Planning
Once the rough stone has been selected, the cutter then
creates a detailed plan for cutting the stone. They consider
the stone's shape, size, and color to determine the best way to
cut it. They also take into account the stone's intended use,
such as whether it will be used in a ring or a necklace.

Step 3: Cleaving
The next step is to cleave the stone. The cutter uses a
specialized tool to create a groove in the stone. They then
carefully strike the groove with a hammer and chisel, causing
the stone to split along the natural lines of the crystal.

Step 4: Shaping
Once the stone has been cleaved, the cutter then shapes the
stone using a grinding wheel. They carefully grind away any
rough edges or imperfections, creating a smooth and
symmetrical shape. The cutter may also use a faceting
machine to create facets on the stone, which will enhance its
brilliance and sparkle.

Step 5: Polishing
The final step in the gemstone cutting process is polishing the
stone. The cutter uses a series of polishing wheels to create a
smooth and shiny surface on the stone. They carefully examine
the stone to ensure that it meets their high standards of
quality.

In conclusion, the gemstone cutting process involves a
meticulous series of steps that result in a beautiful
and unique gemstone. From selection to polishing,
each step is carefully executed to ensure that the final
product is of the highest quality. If you're looking for a
stunning gemstone, consider purchasing one(s) that
has been custom-cut by The Petchployz ‘s skilled
cutters.

GEMSTONES REFINING AND
PROCESSING OF RAW MATERIALS ;

Gemstone Cutting Process

Welcome to the PETCHPLOYZ’s world of gemstone
cutting. In this detailed process, you will witness the
creation of a stunning gemstone from start to finish.
Let's begin!

Step 1: Selection
The first step in the gemstone cutting process is
selecting the rough gemstone. The cutter carefully
examines the rough stone to determine the best way
to cut it. They look for any inclusions or flaws that
may affect the final product.

P E T C H P L O Y Z ,  T H E  G E M S  H O U S E

B A L A N C E  &  H A P P I N E S S

P R E C I O U S  J E W E L S  F O R  P R E C I O U S  Y O U



We specialize in providing high-quality gemstones to Jewelers, Designers, Dealers and
Collectors around the world. Our team of experienced gemstone cutters uses the latest
technology and techniques to create beautiful, one-of-a-kind gems that are sure to impress. 

Whether you are looking for a specific type of gemstone or need custom cutting services, we
are here to help. We offer a wide range of gemstones, including Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds,
and more. Our gems are available in a variety of shapes and sizes, and we can create custom
cuts to meet your specific needs.

Contact person : 
Mr. Kreetha Sangwan, Lucky Stones Factory Ltd.,
Tel :+66 81 9590993 
Mon- Fri | 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM  
Bangkok timezone | ICT Indochina time | UTC, GMT+7

Our Wholesale Gemstones
Cutting Service

In addition to our cutting services, we also offer competitive pricing and fast turnaround
times. We know that time is of the essence in the jewelry industry, and we work tirelessly to
ensure that our clients receive their gemstones quickly and efficiently. With our wholesale
gemstones cutting service, you can rest assured that you are getting the best possible value
for your money.

COMPETITIVE PRICING

VARIOUS GEMSTONES

PROFESSIONAL

 Lucky Stone Factory Ltd.,
P R E C I O U S  J E W E L S  F O R  P R E C I O U S  Y O U

P E T C H P L O Y Z ,  T H E  G E M S  H O U S E

W W W .  P E T C H P L O Y Z . C O M



Welcome to the world of fine jewelry making. In this detailed
process, you will witness the creation of a stunning piece of
jewelry from start to finish. Let's begin!

Step 1: Design
A jewelry designer sketches a detailed design of the piece.
The design is then transferred to a computer-aided design
(CAD) program, where it is further refined and perfected.
The CAD file is then sent to a 3D printer, which produces a
wax model of the design.

Step 2: Casting
The wax model is then used to create a mold. The mold is
filled with molten metal, which solidifies and takes the shape
of the mold. The metal is then cooled and the mold is broken
away, revealing the rough casting of the jewelry piece.

Step 3: Cleaning
The rough casting is then cleaned to remove any impurities.
The piece is placed in a chemical solution that dissolves any
excess metal. The piece is then polished to create a smooth
and shiny surface.

Step 4: Setting
The gemstones are then set into the piece. The stones are
carefully selected and placed into the metal setting. The
setting is then secured around the stones to hold them in
place.

Step 5: Finishing
The piece is then given a final polish to bring out its beauty.
The jeweler carefully examines the piece to ensure that it
meets their high standards of quality. The piece is then
ready to be presented to the customer.

In conclusion, the fine jewelry making process involves a
meticulous series of steps that result in a beautiful and
unique piece of jewelry. From design to finishing, each step is
carefully executed to ensure that the final product is of the
highest quality. If you're looking for a stunning piece of
jewelry, consider commissioning a custom-made piece from
the PETCHPLOYZ’s skilled jewelers.

J E W E L L E R Y  M A K I N G

P R O C E S S

The Creation of  a stunning
piece of Petchployz Jewelry ;



Sacred Paradise

1 8 K  G O L D  |  G E N U I N E
G E M S T O N E S



email (primary)
admin@petchployz.net
petchployzera@gmail.com

WhatsApp +66 936253566
 
Tel
+66 9 35253566
( by appointment only)

Mailing Address | Administration
202/2 Moo. 7, Pho Klang, Muang,
Nakhonratchasima Thailand 30000
(Private property by appointment only) 

Head Office | Head Manufactory 
Lucky Stone Factory Ltd.,
110/56-57 Moo 11, MooBan Maneechan,
Soi Suanchan 2, T. Plubpla, Muang,
Chanthaburi, Thailand 22000
(Private property by appointment only) 

CONTACT US

BUSINESS HOURS :
MONDAY - FRIDAY  
9:00 AM- 12:00 PM, 
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
BANGKOK | ICT INDOCHINA TIME, UTC+7, GMT +7

www.facebook.com/pptgh

@ p e t c h p l o y z e r a



KAYS ESPRESSO BAR
93 MOO.7, CHANTHANIMIT, CHANTHABURI,
THAILAND 22000 

COFFEE SHOP (+66) 39 460-793

DELIVERY LINE APP  @KAYSESPRESSOBAR

OPEN DAILY 7 AM -7 PM 

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/KAYSESPRESSOBAR  
#KAYSESPRESSOBAR #KAYSCHANTABURI

KAYS ESSPRESSO BAR
WELCOME TO KAYS ESPRESSO BAR! WE'RE
YOUR GO-TO COFFEE CAFE FOR A QUICK
PICK-ME-UP OR A RELAXING COFFEE BREAK.
OUR BARISTAS ARE EXPERTS IN CRAFTING
DELICIOUS, HIGH-QUALITY COFFEE DRINKS
THAT ARE SURE TO SATISFY. 

WE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF BEVERAGES,
FROM CLASSIC  COFFEE TO  MILK TEA(S),
SMOOTHIES AND JUICES.  

AT KAYS ESPRESSO BAR, WE BELIEVE THAT
COFFEE IS MORE THAN JUST A DRINK - IT'S
AN EXPERIENCE. THAT'S WHY WE WORK
HARD TO CREATE A WARM AND
WELCOMING ENVIRONMENT WHERE YOU
CAN RELAX AND ENJOY YOUR COFFEE.
WHETHER YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A QUICK
CAFFEINE BOOST OR A PLACE TO UNWIND
AND CATCH UP WITH FRIENDS, WE'VE GOT
YOU COVERED.

SO COME ON IN AND EXPERIENCE THE BEST
COFFEE CAFE IN TOWN. OUR FRIENDLY STAFF
AND DELICIOUS COFFEE DRINKS ARE SURE TO
BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY. WE CAN'T WAIT TO
SEE YOU AT KAYS ESPRESSO BAR!


